Global Macro & FX Management Services
An introduction to The ECU Group plc

Important Information and Risk Warnings
The ECU Group plc (“ECU”) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”).
ECU provides a range of services to its clients, including global macro research and research, the management of foreign
currency assets and liabilities, institutional currency overlay, corporate FX solutions, currency benchmarking, expert
witness reporting, quantum modelling and consultancy. ECU’s products and services are offered to institutions, wealth
managers, family offices, the corporate sector, HNW/UHNW individuals and their financial advisers.
This document is provided as general information only and consequently may not be complete or accurate for
your purposes. It is not intended as financial advice or recommendation. Specifically, this information does not
constitute an offer to buy or a solicitation of an offer to sell and does not constitute an offer or solicitation in any
jurisdiction in which such an offer or a solicitation is unlawful or to any person to whom it is unlawful. While the
information is updated from time to time, it is subject to changes in the intervening period. Information provided
herein is supplied in good faith based on information which we believe, but do not guarantee, to be accurate or
complete. We are not responsible for any error or omission in this document.
This document has been prepared without consideration of the investment needs, objectives or financial
circumstances of any prospective client. Clearly, our products and services are not suitable for all. This document is
not intended to provide a sufficient basis on which to make an investment decision. If you express an interest in
any of our products or services, you will be provided with full product specific documents, terms of business and
the applicable risk warnings which you must review prior to considering any of ECU’s products or services further.
You should rely only on the information contained in the individual product specific documentation in making any
future investment decisions regarding any of the products or services described herein. Before making any
investment decision, you need to consider, with the assistance of an independent investment adviser if preferred,
whether the investments and/or services described or provided by ECU are appropriate for you, in light of your
particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. ECU does not give taxation or legal advice.
Investors should seek advice from their own taxation agents or lawyers in considering an investment in an ECU
programme or strategy. ECU does not provide mortgage or general investment advice to “retail clients” and it is
recommended that any prospective retail client obtain independent advice from a qualified independent financial
adviser.
Prospective liability management clients should be aware that adverse currency movements can be sudden and
substantial and can increase the size of your liability such that it triggers certain conversion limits set between you
and your lending bank. Additional risks may include the forced sale or repossession of property mortgaged and
acting as collateral for any multi-currency lending facility granted by a lending bank if you do not keep up payments
or repayments due. Under current legislation, our currency management service in respect of physical multicurrency loan facilities is not a “regulated activity” as defined by the Financial Services and Markets Act (“FSMA”)
2000, and therefore falls outside the jurisdiction of the FCA. Accordingly, in this instance, you will not therefore
benefit from the protections of the FCA, the Financial Ombudsman Service in respect of complaints and the
Financial Services Compensation Scheme in respect of compensation in the event of ECU’s default. However, any
currency management service provided by ECU in respect of accounts that incorporate the use of margin trading,
futures, options, derivatives or any other transactions that are determined as being an “investment of a specified
kind” under the FSMA 2000 is deemed to be a “regulated activity” as defined by the FSMA 2000. Accordingly in
these instances, our management services shall fall within the jurisdiction of the FCA, the Financial Ombudsman
Service and the Financial Services Compensation Scheme.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Prospective investors should be aware that the
value of investments can fall as well as rise and they might not get back the amount originally invested at any point
in time. Furthermore, some of our trading programmes offer clients the ability to trade on margin and to adopt
different degrees of leverage which, by its very nature, is proportionally higher risk. Trading on margin and the use
of leverage means that the impact of price movements is intensified accordingly. Whilst this can mean increased
profits, it also means that even small price movements can also lead to exaggerated losses, increasing the risk of
losing the entire amount of any initial deposit or margin invested and possibly more.
Please note that telephone calls may be recorded for compliance purposes.
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The ECU Group plc
Our journey has been one of continual evolution, driven
by the ever changing needs of our clients and the
transforming nature of the fund management industry.
Michael Petley
Founder & Chief Investment Officer
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Who we are
Founded in 1988, The ECU Group plc (“ECU”) is one
of the UK's leading global macro advisory and currency
management firms. For 25 years, our commitment and
passion to deliver superior performance has enabled
the company to navigate clients through many differing
economic cycles, both positive and negative, providing
them with continuity and reassurance in an ever
changing investment world.
In today’s economic environment the need for a
professional, all encompassing investment strategy
is more prevalent than ever. We believe that our
global macro “big picture” investment philosophy,
methodology and process are central to us providing all
our clients with a structurally sound and well balanced
global investment roadmap in order to optimise
investment returns on a fully risk and currency adjusted
basis. Our entire investment approach is based upon an
ever adjusting balance of key considerations, in line with
a changing financial and economic landscape.
It is with these building blocks that we have evolved
from focussing purely on currency risk management
mandates to becoming a multi-faceted research and
advisory firm, creating modern investment solutions to
suit prevailing market challenges.
At ECU, we are all fully committed to the highest levels
of individual service. In a financial landscape where
increasing levels of automation and impersonality are
the prevailing trends, a personal service of the highest
quality has become all the more important due to its
rarity. All our activities are underpinned by a firm
commitment to develop lasting and mutually beneficial
relationships with our clients. With over two-thirds of
the company’s share capital being owned by
management and staff, our interests are perfectly
aligned with those of our clients.
Whilst we draw on a full range of investment principles
and methodologies, we maintain, as distinct from many,
an overriding discretionary control over our global
macro and currency management programmes.

We believe that the progressive, hands on engagement
of our investment process by high calibre and fully
accountable investment professionals, subject to
appropriate risk management protocols, is preferable to
a number of rigid or systematic processes which have
become increasingly susceptible to swift overreplication and market exploitation.
On balance, the increasing potential for major
unforeseen events in the world today points us to a
preference for experience, underpinned by a deep
understanding of markets, over automation. At heart,
we are very much a “people business” driven by a
collective will to perform, something which is reflected
in whom we deal with and the systems we deploy.
With today’s significant global economic, political and
social challenges, the importance of credible knowledge
and experience should not be underestimated. After all,
the financial landscape has changed markedly over
recent years. Central banks have been engaging in ever
more unconventional and untested policy tools. Policy
short-termism has become a global disease.
Bold and dramatic policy measures (be they excessive
quantitative easing or currency intervention) have
created a false, fractious and unbalanced marketplace.
Whilst the benefits of many of these measures are
front-loaded, the costs will, no doubt, be back-loaded.
The central banker’s role seems to have changed,
radically. Traditionally tasked with setting the rules, they
now seem to be playing the game at the same time.
In steering through this new financial and economic
world order, one requires not just an understanding of
the world macro-economic backdrop, but a recognition
and capturing of the key driving forces (be they
financial, economic, political or social) and turning
points.
At ECU, we have a befitting depth and breadth of
expertise across these critical areas and stand ready to
assist our clients in their long term investment goals.

There is no ‘Holy Grail’ when it comes to financial forecasting.
The financial marketplace is a continuously evolving one with the
core influences and driving forces changing over time, requiring
an open degree of adaptability and refinement to one’s
investment process.
Nick Bolton
Head of Institutional Investment Management Services
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A natural evolution
The banking crisis of 2008 and the sovereign debt
crisis in Europe act as sober reminders of the risks of
unbridled currency exposure in global investing.
In a world where the ever increasing appetite for
overseas investing has changed the traditional portfolio
construction parameters, core global macro and currency
management skills are more important than ever to help
protect and/or optimise investor returns.
With state of the art, seamless and fully integrated
wealth management settlement and reporting systems,
such skills complement and enhance the modern day
global asset allocation and multi-asset, multi-manager
portfolio construction process. Moreover, given the
extensive movements in currency values we have
witnessed over the years, investors and borrowers alike
now recognise the merit in adopting quality currency
management strategies and utilising the world’s largest
and most liquid of all markets for any number of
objectives – be they managing assets or debt or as a
means to diversify or control risk.
ECU's specialist research and advisory services have
evolved naturally, driven by the needs and wants of our
institutional and corporate clients. Revelations emanating
from the investment banking industry in recent years
have, together with widespread regulatory changes,
resulted in a distinct preference for many to revert to
smaller, independent investment firms where there is
continuity of well known and highly respected individuals.
In tandem with this emerging trend and following a
series of significant corporate transactions, we have
broadened the company’s range of skills and services
markedly with natural and complementary extensions
to our traditional roots and core strengths.
ECU today represents a marriage of existing and
proven expertise in the fields of global macro reasearch
and currency risk management in order to create one
comprehensive, solid platform on which to build a
world class investment management and advisory
company. Relationships with clients are built upon trust,
integrity, service and a total alignment of interests.

We look to work together in partnership with
institutions, corporates, family offices and wealth
managers, offering tailored advice and analysis on a
variety of investment challenges facing modern day
portfolio construction and risk management. These
include an assessment of prevailing global macro themes
and currency risk analysis, including identifying an optimal
global currency benchmark in order to preserve the
international value and purchasing power of our clients’
asset wealth over the long term.
However, a firm in the investment arena is only as good
as its people, its performance and its systems. At ECU,
we are fond and proud of our people. They are the
backbone of our business and their integrity, teamwork
and passion to deliver quality services and performance
to our clients embody the very spirit of ECU. They are
supported by the award winning, fully integrated and
seamless front, middle and back office wealth
management and client reporting system, Asset- IQ™.
Built, developed and refined over the past decade using
the latest technology, this platform has been designed
so that it is easily configurable and adaptable to suit our
clients’ differing reporting requirements.

The financial system, and all this entails,
is now in unchartered territory. The long term
financial, economic, political and social
challenges facing world leaders remain firmly
entrenched and, in many cases, are intensifying.
Stephen Jen
Global Macro & FX Strategy Investment Adviser
Global Macro Team

The global economy and financial system resemble a
kaleidoscope with the pieces in economic flux. How
they settle remains the subject of conjecture.
George Magnus
Senior Economic Adviser
Global Macro Team
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Global Macro Research & Advisory
In an environment of low growth and low yield,

For discerning institutional clients and family offices

there is an ever-increasing need for investment

who wish to access this known resource for their own

portfolios to diversify across, and within, different asset

individual investment needs, we believe our global

classes and on a global basis, to enhance (but also

macro advisory services provide them with the core

preserve) the international value of one’s wealth.

foundations of a valuable and coherent market

However, given that the overwhelming proportion of
investor performance can be directly attributable to
one’s basic asset allocation and currency strategy, it is

overview, upon which potential event risk can be
evaluated and controlled and successful trading
strategies can be built and executed.

vital to have a deep and thorough understanding of the

At ECU, we work closely with our clients, with an

global macro-economic backdrop and the driving forces

attitude towards building a joint intellectual partnership.

behind prevailing financial market and currency trends

Along the process, we seek to provide our clients with

in order to manage assets successfully.

a comprehensive and bespoke analysis on a variety of

At ECU, we are driven by high calibre research inputs.
In determining our global macro strategy, we draw
upon the breadth and experience of our Global Macro
Team, members of which contribute their considerable

macroeconomic, political, central bank policy, global
asset allocation and currency related issues, including, if
required, detailed risk exposure analysis, optimal global
currency benchmarking options and hedging advice.

experience, expertise and independent views from

We believe our holistic approach to developing a

each of their own specialist focal points (be they

comprehensive and ever-refined global macro roadmap is

monetary

central to the effective management of risk and the

policy,

economics,

technical

analysis,

international politics, market intelligence or trading and

optimisation of investment performance.

execution) to assist us in developing a balanced and
informed high level investment roadmap. Individual
members of the committee are highly regarded in the
investment industry and are advisers to a number of
the world’s largest fund managers, sovereign wealth
funds, central banks and governments.
The Global Macro Team's high level process helps ECU
to formulate its “big picture” global investment
roadmap from which all the company’s products and
services derive their individual bearings.
Members of our Global Macro Team avail themselves
and their highly valued research outputs, to advise,
independently,

a

select

number

of

institutions,

corporates and family offices that recognise the need to
be aware of the prevailing global economic, technical,
monetary and fiscal policy issues in order to help them
identify the major emerging trends and turning points in
economies, interest rates, currencies and asset classes.

The key to success in today’s less-thansimple and unstable environment of
relentless divergence and disequilibrium
between major global economies, together
with the challenging implications of shifting
demographic trends, lies in the formulation,
execution and risk management of a
coherent global macro strategy.
Neil MacKinnon
Global Macro Strategist
Global Macro Team

The 2008 financial crisis has turned the established global
economic order upside down and created challenges for policymakers. Building a comprehensive view of how policy-makers around
the world will react to these challenges in a low growth, low interest
rate world is critical to making profitable investment decisions.
Kit Juckes
Senior FX & Fixed Income Adviser
Global Macro Team
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Currency Management Services
At ECU, we have drawn together both the people and
the products to work with our clients, in partnership, to
help steer them through a very different economic and
political world order.
To preserve one’s wealth over time, consideration needs
to be given to the best long-term currency strategy. The
global economy and financial markets have undergone
dramatic changes over recent years. Actions and
reactions have culminated in the single largest financial
and economic crisis since the Great Depression.
At the same time, longer term structural changes (e.g.
globalisation, technological advancements, demographics
and the geopolitical balance of power) are taking place
which will exert persistent pressures on economies and
financial markets, especially currencies. The resultant
opportunity for profit and loss over coming years is
likely to be considerable.
Having already derived a comprehensive and coherent
“big picture” global macro roadmap, through a robust
investment process that considers all the core elements
and drivers of foreign exchange forecasting, major
trading currencies are then distilled for their relative
currency strengths or weaknesses over a medium-term
time horizon.
The resultant FX rankings are then adjusted for the
prevailing interest rate differentials and strategically reexamined with trusted and reliable long, medium and
short term technical analysis doctrines and other
important considerations (eg. market positioning,
sentiment, volatility, risk/reward analysis), to produce a
comprehensive tactical “FX Roadmap”.
This FX Roadmap is fine-tuned by the investment
managers, on an ongoing basis and in the light of
market developments, and forms the central basis
around which our active overlay and discretionary
currency asset and liability management programmes
operate. We believe that this thorough and disciplined
“top down, bottom up”, ever-evolving investment
methodology and process is the mainstay of any
successful long term currency strategy performance.

After a quarter of a century of refinement and the
evolution of technological systems, we have been
able to develop some of the most versatile multicurrency products and services ever witnessed in the
international banking arena, giving international trading
companies, investors and borrowers alike the
opportunity of using the world’s largest financial market
to their distinct advantage.
Modern Western democracies continue to be
challenged both by the lasting effects from the global
financial crisis, hostile demographic trends and powerful
issues surrounding the welfare state, globalisation and
geopolitics. With little effective global co-ordination or
leadership, and global policy makers very much pursuing
an each-for-their-own policy mix, the growing and
hazardous economic disequilibrium continues unabated.
It is our profound belief that global investors face
growing investment challenges brought on by a marked
increase in market volatility going forward. Accordingly, a
competent and effective currency risk management
strategy is more important now than ever before.

Technological advances, financial liberalisation
and the quest for diversification and superior
investment returns have all culminated in an
explosive growth in foreign investment exposure.
Never before has the need to manage the
currency risk inherent in today’s global investment
portfolios been so great. Likewise, never before
has the role of currency as a credible and liquid
alternative asset class been so appropriate.
Fatih Yilmaz
Global Macro & FX Strategy Investment Adviser
Global Macro Team

Currency markets, where the degrees of liquidity and
transparency dwarf all other markets, have become as
important an asset class as ever in today’s complex
macroeconomic backdrop.
Neil Staines
Head of Trading
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Currency Asset Management
The currency market has exploded in terms of growth
since the shift to the flexible exchange rate system in
the early 1970s. Globalisation has led to rapid growth in
cross-border trading and, in turn, daily currency trading
volumes, which now typically dwarf all other global
investment markets added together. Unlike equities and
bonds, currency remains a relative mystery with a huge
knowledge gap as to its tactical importance amongst
prospective investors.
With the advancement of technology, the foreign
exchange market has now become accessible to all
types of investors on a 24 hour, five days a week basis.
In so doing, volume and liquidity have continued to
expand markedly, whilst dealing costs have diminished
significantly. With profitability not being reliant upon
favourable economic conditions or rising asset prices,
our currency asset programmes seek to exploit
cycles, trends and extreme divergences from market
fundamentals for investors seeking investment portfolio
diversification with the inclusion of alpha generating
currency programmes.
On a macroeconomic basis, the cyclical nature of
economies tends to run hand-in-hand with currency
trends over the long term. After all, a major swing in
a currency’s value conventionally has easily identifiable
effects on its economy. If currencies deviate too far from
their prevailing fundamental economic reality, then the
resultant improvement or deterioration in economic
conditions tends to have a self-correcting impact in
bringing such divergences back into line over time.
Notwithstanding this, the relationship between
economic fundamentals and a market’s actual
movement has become ever more dislocated and
disproportionate. Therefore, whilst quality economic
analysis remains critical to long-term directional
forecasting, we consider it as only one of a number
of the core inputs required for a successful trading
strategy. Our trading strategies are constructed around
medium-term trends and themes using a blend of
technical, fundamental, (geo)political, order flow data,
market positioning and sentiment analysis.

The investment approach for ECU’s core currency
programmes involves a measured balance between risk
and reward and offers clients an investment exposure
which is distinct and traditionally uncorrelated to other
investment classes. It incorporates a rigorous risk
management discipline that is focussed upon achieving
steady risk-adjusted returns in all market conditions. The
long/short strategies adopted in preferred currency pairs
over differing time horizons can be customised to
managed accounts denominated in a client’s base
currency, with the banking or financial institution of their
choice and with optional degrees of gearing to manage
clients' individual preferences, objectives and risk tolerance.
For our institutional clients, we offer a global currency
benchmarking product, designed to preserve long term
purchasing power, to act as a robust safe-haven against
different types of currency shock and serve as a useful
long-term benchmark to assess the relative performance
of active currency management or overlay programmes.

The relationship between the economic
fundamentals and a market’s actual directional
movement has become ever more dislocated and
disproportionate. The occupational hazard of
many of today’s market investors is to attribute
excessive rationality to market pricing. In reality,
the only safe forecast on currencies is that what
goes up eventually comes down - and vice versa.
The better investors and strategists show why
and how. Only occasionally do they show when.
Robin Griffiths
Chief Technical Strategist
Global Macro Team

At ECU, the cornerstone of our philosophy is that a pound
is a pound, whether it has a plus sign or a minus sign in front
of it, and that it should be managed accordingly – with all the
requisite skill and professionalism that one demands of an
asset manager.
Matthew Lindfield
Head of Currency Debt Management Services
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Currency Liability Management
To concentrate solely on managing assets, while

Since

ignoring debt, is somewhat illogical: akin to locking the

programme in 1988, the combined benefits of debt

front door and leaving the back door open.

reduction and cumulative interest rate savings, net of all

In today’s world, the eventual rise in real interest
rates from the current abnormally low threshold,
however small, incrementally increases debt servicing
requirements significantly.
Cyclical in nature, currencies afford borrowers a unique
opportunity to seek, through careful management, to
exploit core interest rates differentials and currency trends
as a means to improve cash flows and dissolve debt.

the

inception

of

our

debt

management

fees and when compared, like for like, to a standard,
variable interest-only sterling loan facility and taking into
account cumulative interest rate savings, would now be
large enough to not only pay off – in full – any loan
balance initiated in 1988, but also to have generated a
significant net cash surplus.
Neither the notion nor the reality of turning a liability
into an asset over time escaped the attention of a
number of major private banking groups who have

As managing currency risk – in terms of the time,

introduced systems and procedures so that their more

effort and data required – extends beyond the scope

financially sophisticated clients can utilise this innovative

of most individuals’ resources, ECU’s currency debt

debt management product – not just in respect of their

management services seek to bridge the gap between

property financing requirements but also as a means of

borrowers’ needs and their capabilities.

bespoke leverage within diversified investment strategies.

While managing debt in foreign currencies is not an

These innovative multi-currency lending products

unknown activity, it is certainly a specialist one – and

offer clients the ability to gain additional exposure to

one in which ECU is uniquely qualified. The company’s

undervalued assets within a downturn, or alternatively,

flagship multi-currency debt management programme

entirely new investment strategies, without disturbing

has been in operation for a quarter of a century,

existing investments. The result is an important

propelling ECU as the global leader in this specialist field.

development in the range of international wealth
management tools now available.

Since 1988, ECU has striven to ally the potential of the
dynamics of the FX market with a means of managing
client debt. Throughout history all major currencies
have endured significant cycles – both up and down –
generating opportunities for the capital reduction of debt.
The aim of our multi-currency debt management
programme is to borrow currencies that are expected
to weaken against our clients’ home base currencies
over time, thereby offering the potential for debt
reduction and, where possible, lower servicing costs
through beneficial interest rate differentials.
As with all financial products, results speak louder
than words.

Today, more and more professionals are
coming to see multi-currency debt management
for what it is: an ingenious and effective way of
optimising one's overall balance sheet.
Maria Chapman
Head of Private Wealth Solutions

In today's more financially sophisticated world, unmanaged
currency exposure is a wholly unnecessary source of
uncompensated volatility and unbridled risk, something which
should be as unacceptable to the custodians of other people's
money as it is to their underlying investors and shareholders.
Christopher Miller
Institutional Currency Risk Management Services
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Currency Overlay
Currency fluctuation accounts for a significant portion
of risk for global investors and international trading
companies. With the global trend of increasing asset
allocations to overseas investing firmly entrenched,
careful management is required to ensure that returns
on overseas assets and incomes are not diminished or
engulfed by adverse currency moves.
Distinct from our currency asset and liability
management programmes, which seek to exploit
currency cycles and trends “for profit”, creating both
opportunity and risk alike, our currency overlay services
are designed to control unwanted currency risk, by
entering into strategies that seek to eliminate it entirely,
or else to limit or reduce such risk within acceptable
and pre-determined boundaries. Depending on a client’s
primary objective, the risk management techniques
involved are referred to as either “passive” or “active”.

“Passive” currency overlay
Passive currency overlay programmes are designed
to reduce, or remove entirely, currency risk from an
internationally invested portfolio. Clients can choose to
remove any fixed percentage of a portfolio’s currency
exposure through a tailored hedging programme.
Our FX overlay team is tasked with monitoring our
clients’ currency exposures as they evolve over time,
ensuring that the hedge ratio is maintained close to
the target level, whilst reducing operational risk and
minimising transaction cost drag. The objectives for a
passive overlay programme are twofold:
Firstly, one is seeking to achieve local market
investment returns from the underlying assets, less the
costs associated with the hedging programme.
Secondly, the strategy should lower portfolio volatility,
achieved by reducing or removing unwanted
currency risk. Accordingly, clients can partially or
fully protect themselves from foreign currency
volatility
and
depreciation, but forego the
opportunity to participate in any appreciation.

“Active” currency overlay
The main objective of active currency overlay
programmes is to manage currency risk in order to
reduce volatility and optimise portfolio returns.
Our FX overlay team seeks to increase the hedge ratio
applied to currencies that are expected to depreciate,
thus protecting clients from adverse currency moves,
and reduce the hedge ratio applied to currencies that
are expected to appreciate, allowing clients to benefit
from exposure to those currencies in the event
they then appreciate. The main attributes of active
currency overlay programmes are threefold:
Firstly, exposure to currency risks in a portfolio
is monitored, managed and controlled so that
currency
management
decisions
can
be
segregated from investment decisions appertaining
to the underlying asset classes in their respective
geographical locations.
Secondly, by employing a specialist FX overlay team
to manage the currency risk, an investment manager
can focus entirely on underlying investment decisions
in local currency, offering clients a diversification of
manager risk.
Finally, within a fund or large portfolio structure,
administrative functions (like the monitoring of overall
currency exposures, hedging policy and performance
reporting) can be centralised at a higher level. This is
particularly valuable for investors who have made
allocations to several different fund managers or funds.
Our active currency overlay services are offered to
institutional and corporate clients, and are tailored to their
specific balance sheet exposures, income/order flows, risk
tolerance preferences and other targetted objectives or
requirements.
Our investment methodology for active overlay mandates
combines academic rigour, along with discretionary macro
analysis and state-of-the-art proprietary technical and
quantitative models, offering an diverse combination of
top-down and bottom-up processes.

Any observed statistical regularity will tend to collapse once
pressure is placed upon it for control purposes.
(Goodhart's Law)
Professor Charles Goodhart CBE
Economic & Central Bank Policy Adviser
Global Macro Team
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Corporate FX Solutions & Consultancy
The quest for globalisation has led to a significant
interdependence today between major economic areas
within what has become a truly global and inextricablylinked financial matrix. Accordingly, any modern-day
corporate strategy for multi-national and import/export
dependent companies demands a clear understanding of
the core drivers and influences within the global
economy and financial markets, the manner in which
they interact and correlate and, most importantly, how
these are likely to impact upon currency trends that,
ultimately, will influence demand and profit margins for
any corporate business model in today's competitive
global market place.

Our Corporate FX Solutions team have significant
expertise in all aspects of treasury management and, if
required, can conduct an independent review and make
recommendations with regard to a client's treasury
policy and process, including important corporate
governance issues surrounding pricing, best execution,
position risk management, the implementation of
appropriate benchmarks, compliance with stated
management policy regarding any strategy limits,
requirements and/or tracking error adherence, mark-tomarket valuation in compliance with International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), performance
measurement and coherent management reporting.

Currency exposures experienced by the corporate
sector, notably by importers, exporters and those with
significant overseas assets and/or income flows,
represent key drivers of corporate performance and risk
and, as such, should form an important part of
management oversight and strategy.

International migration towards materially higher
standards of corporate governance and regulatory
oversight, especially in areas involving the requirements
to identify and assess corporate risk factors and
implement coherent and appropriate policies to
manage and control such risks, have necessitated the
need for competent and independent expertise.

ECU's Corporate FX Solutions team assists clients by
assessing, identifying and quantifying the principal
currency and interest rate related risk exposures
appertaining to their business models.
This process encompasses the preparation and
submission of a comprehensive written report outlining
the basis of the remit, our understanding of the client's
financial dynamics and operating activities, the
identification of key currency exposures that pose
material economic performance considerations and risk
factors for the business, together with a summary of all
the optional and appropriate risk management strategies
and techniques available, how these work, the pros and
cons for each and, finally, our recommended strategy,
the rationale for adopting such and how this ties in with
the overall business needs and objectives of the client,
the tools, mechanics and process utilised in
implementing such a strategy and their potential
implications for the business.

Within ECU's Corporate FX Solutions and Consultancy
group, we are able to meet client needs in the effective
financial risk management of undesirable movements in
currencies, interest rates, inflation and commodities.
Members of the Corporate FX Solutions and
Consultancy group have acted as professional expert
witnesses in a number of cases of alleged negligence,
misrepresentation, breach of contract and fraud which
have been conducted via legal proceedings, regulatory
and law enforcement agency investigations and/or
arbitration in the United Kingdom, Switzerland and the
United States. Our independent expert witness
services include the formulation and submission of
independent expert witness reports and testimony,
forensic analysis, quantum modelling for claims/
settlements and specialist advice for lawyers, barristers/
leading counsel, the wider judiciary, independent
enquiries and policy makers.
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